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Abstract
We propose a novel hashing scheme for image retrieval,
clustering and automatic object discovery. Unlike com-
monly used bag-of-words approaches, the spatial extent of
image features is exploited in our method. The geometric
information is used both to construct repeatable hash keys
and to increase the discriminability of the description. Each
hash key combines visual appearance (visual words) with
semi-local geometric information.
Compared with the state-of-the-art min-Hash, the pro-
posed method has both higher recall (probability of colli-
sion for hashes on the same object) and lower false positive
rates (random collisions). The advantages of Geometric
min-Hashing approach are most pronounced in the pres-
ence of viewpoint and scale change, significant occlusion
or small physical overlap of the viewing fields. We demon-
strate the power of the proposed method on small object
discovery in a large unordered collection of images and on
a large scale image clustering problem.
1. Introduction
Algorithms based on hashing techniques are the core of
methods that have produced impressive results for a range
of computer vision problems, like matching of point sets
[14], object recognition [8], image retrieval [27], duplicate
detection and clustering in large image collections [5].
In the paper, we propose a novel hashing scheme – the
Geometric min-Hash (GmH). The advantages of the Geo-
metric min-Hashing have high impact in problems involv-
ing significant occlusion or small physical overlap of the
viewing fields. In such cases the difference in recall and
precision reach orders of magnitude compared to min-Hash
[7] algorithm. Moreover, GmH is less sensitive to scale
changes. The advantages of the min-Hash, e.g. compact
representation and robustness, are preserved. The potential
of the method is demonstrated on small object discovery in
a large unordered collection of images (see Fig. 1).
The min-Hash describes images by selecting indepen-
dently visual words as global descriptors, with the property
Figure 1. An automatically discovered object in an unordered col-
lection of 100k images. The lamp is visible in approximately
0.014% of the images and it covers on average about 0.28% of pix-
els of those images. Top: the ‘seed’ image pair found by the Ge-
ometric min-Hash. The three close-ups show the colliding sketch,
its geometric support and the co-segmentations, respectively. Bot-
tom: other detections (with close-ups) obtained by object retrieval
using the seed pair. Note that all bounding boxes are discovered,
not drawn by the user.
that the higher number of common features in two images,
the higher the probability of having the same min-Hash. A
single min-Hash is not sufficiently discriminative to sup-
port indexing and thus min-Hashes must be grouped into s-
tuples (sketches) for hashing. In order to find a pair of pos-
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sibly related images (objects, windows), all s min-Hashes
in a sketch must agree. Increasing s reduces both the num-
ber of random collisions and true hits exponentially. Due to
different “half-times” in the exponential reduction of colli-
sions, the ratio of true to false positives increases rapidly
too. On the other hand, the “and” operation exponentially
reduces the probability of retrieving all instances of the im-
age or object.
Motivation. Geometric min-Hashing improves on the min-
Hash by achieving higher recall, higher precision (lower
false positive rate) simultaneously. The algorithmic change
is motivated by the following observations:
Observation 1 (on uniqueness): with large vocabularies
(such as 1M visual words), visual words in images usually
do not appear more than once. Selecting a visual word from
an image is typically equivalent to selecting a feature (visual
word with spatial location and extent).
Observation 2 (on repeatability): s-tuples of features lo-
calized in space and scale have (much) higher repeatability
than random s-tuples.
Both observations have a simple statistical explanation.
Apart from images with repeated structures that violate the
assumption of feature independence, Observation 1 is a con-
sequence of the fact that the ratio of the number of features
in an image (≈ 103) and the number of visual words (106)
is small (≈10−3). The number of occurrences of a visual
word in an image (assuming independence) is thus well ap-
proximated by the Poisson distribution with a very small
lambda and no or one occurrence is by far most likely.
Observation 2 captures the fact that repeatability is
higher in compact local neighbourhoods mainly due to oc-
clusions and the presence of occluding boundary and if the
features have similar scale. Feature detectors operate well
only for a certain range of scales and features with similar
scale enter/exit the range “together”. Similarly for occlu-
sions – if a features is (is not) occluded, its neighbour is
likely to be in the same state.
The two observations lead naturally to the following
ideas: 1. Select first a min-Hash (a unique visual word -
a feature) from the whole image and the rest of the sketch
randomly from features close (in space and scale) to the
first feature; and 2. Since all min-Hashes in the sketch must
match, their mutual spatial position provides a geometric
invariant.
We show both by theoretical considerations and empiri-
cally that GmH performance degrades very slowly with the
reduction of overlap between images. GmH not only pro-
poses a matching image pair, but also the image transfor-
mation that locally maps one image to another. Unlike the
commonly used bag-of-words approaches, the spatial extent
of image features is exploited in GmH. The geometric infor-
mation is used both to construct repeatable hash keys and to
increase the discriminability of the description. Each hash
key combines visual appearance (visual words) with semi-
local geometric information. The GmH representation has
strong indexing ability, allowing discovery of small object
in a collection of over 100k images (see Section 4).
From another perspective, the GmH can be viewed as an
implementation of the following reasoning: if the first min-
Hash in the s-tuple is not repeated, bad luck. However, if
it is repeated, the selected feature provides information how
to select a second min-Hash with much higher repeatability,
while maintaining the discriminative power.
Related work. Hashing is a popular method of image re-
trieval due to its speed. Recently a lot of attention has been
paid to the GIST descriptor [19] and fast retrieval of similar
images [27, 15]. Jain et al. [12] introduced a method for ef-
ficient extension of Locally Sensitive Hashing scheme [11]
for Mahalanobis distance.
Another popular hashing scheme is min-Hash [2], origi-
nally used for near duplicate detection of text documents or
images [7]. This method is, to some degree, insensitive to
occlusion, viewpoint and scale changes. However, if any of
the aforementioned effects exceeds certain level, the proba-
bility of success of min-Hash decays rapidly. We build on
min-Hash and we directly compare with it.
Geometric hashing approaches [14, 4] are used to match
two (or a few) point clouds or images. The representation
of the geometric hash is not very compact and it is difficult
to scale to hundreds or thousands of images. Beside that,
geometric min-Hash completely ignores the local visual ap-
pearance.
There is a limited literature on a small object discovery
from large image collections. The closest work on this topic
is [25] and [22], the databases used in this paper are an order
of magnitude larger.
Following recent work on image retrieval [24, 18, 21,
13], affine invariant features and descriptors [17] are used,
images are represented as bags (or sets) of words (vector
quantized descriptors) [24]. In particular, we use hessian
affine features and the SIFT descriptor [16] with gravity
vector – details can be found in [20].
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives
a brief overview of the min-Hash algorithm, providing only
the background necessary for understanding the rest of the
paper. Section 3 presents the proposed approach, proper-
ties and implementation details are further discussed in Sec-
tions 3.1 and 3.2. Two applications, clustering of unordered
image collections and large–scale small–object discovery,
and experimental results are presented in Section 4.
2. The min-Hash algorithm overview
The min-Hash algorithm is a Locality Sensitive Hashing
[11] for sets. A brief overview of the min-Hash algorithm







Figure 2. Generating a sketch by Geometric min-Hash. The cen-
tral feature (left & top) is selected using min-Hash from all unique
visual words in the images (independently). The remaining fea-
tures in the sketch are selected from affine covariant neighbour-
hoods (highlighted in the images) of the central feature using in-
dependent min-Hash functions. The secondary min-Hash selects
only from features with scale similar to the central feature (left
column), too small or too large features are not considered (right
column). Letters A and B are used to distinguish the images.
of min-Hashing, images are represented as sets of visual
words. This is a weaker representation than a bag of visual
words since word frequency information is reduced into a
binary information (present or absent). A min-Hash is a
function f that assigns a number to each set of visual words
(each image representation). The function has a property
that the probability of two sets having the same value of the
min-Hash function is equal to their set overlap, i.e. the ratio
of the intersection and union of their set representations
ovr1(A1,A2) = |A1 ∩ A2||A1 ∪ A2| ∈ 〈0, 1〉. (1)
The set overlap similarity measure assumes that all words
are equally important. It was shown in [7] that the similarity
measure can be extended by a simple transformation to a
weighted set overlap. Let dw ≥ 0 be an importance of a






∈ 〈0, 1〉. (2)
The weights dw can be arbitrary non-negative numbers,
one possible choice, inspired by text retrieval, is the tf-idf
(term frequency – inverse document frequency) weighting
scheme [1]. The weighted similarity overlap (2) has been
shown to give better results than the plain set overlap (1).
In the sequel, when speaking about set or word overlap, we
always refer to the weighted version.
The probability of two images having the same min-
Hash is then
P{f(A1) = f(A2)} = ovr(A1,A2).
To estimate the word overlap of two images, multiple in-
dependent min-Hash functions fi are used. The fraction of
the min-Hash functions that assigns an identical value to the
two sets gives an unbiased estimate of the similarity of the
two images. To efficiently retrieve images with high simi-
larity, the values of min-Hash functions fi are grouped into
s-tuples called sketches. Similar images have many values
of the min-Hash function in common and hence have high
probability of having the same sketches. On the other hand,
dissimilar images have low chance of forming an identical
sketch. Identical sketches are efficiently found by hashing.
The recall of min-Hash is increased by repeating the ran-
dom selection of s-tuples k times. A pair of images is a
potential match when at least one sketch collision is en-
countered. The potential matches are typically further veri-
fied. The probability of a pair of images having at least one
sketch out of k in common is a function of the word overlap
P{collision} = 1− (1− ovr(A1,A2)s)k. (3)
Randomized clustering with min-Hashing. We briefly re-
view the approach of [5] to large scale image clustering.
The clustering is based on min-Hash algorithm, and similar
steps are also used in the application Section 4.
Typical values of the probability in (3) are close to one
for near duplicate images, (very) close to zero for unrelated
images, and 3 – 10% for images depicting the same object.
Hence, min-Hash is not suitable for image retrieval (with
the exception of near duplicates), because of the low recall.
A cluster of images is defined as a set of images with related
content. In such a cluster, there are many image pairs de-
picting the same object. Since each such a pair has certain
(even as low as 3%) probability of retrieval, the probabil-
ity that not a single image pair is retrieved from a cluster
quickly drops with the size of the cluster. Retrieved image
pairs are called cluster seeds. Clusters are then found by im-
age retrieval as a connected component of related images.
3. Geometric min-Hash
In min-Hash, images are treated as sets of visual words
and represented as ordered s-tuples of visual words. We
observed that for large visual vocabularies, for most fea-
tures there is a one-to-one mapping from visual word to a
feature. In other words, that there is usually at most one
feature in an image that is assigned to a particular visual
word. This observation does not hold true for textures and
repeated structures. However, statistically the observation
holds: in the 100k database used in the paper, the average
number of features per image is 2233.1 while the average
number of features with unique visual word is 2131.9, i.e.
more than 95%.
In min-Hash, the sketch is simply created as a ordered
s-tuple of independent min-Hashes. In the proposed Geo-
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1. Select a set F of image features that have a unique
visual word within the image and have at least v =
3 features of similar scale in their neighbourhood.
The set F is used for all sketches.
2. Use a randommin-Hash function to select a central
feature (= visual word) from F .
3. Find a set of features N that are (a) no closer than
dmin and no further than dmax from the central fea-
ture, (b) the relative scale change to the central fea-
ture is not smaller than cmin and not larger than
cmax, and (c) no other feature with the same visual
word satisfies the first two conditions.
4. Select secondary feature(s) using independent ran-
dom min-Hash function(s) from features in N .
Table 1. The GmH sketch construction algorithm.
metric min-Hash, the sketch is divided into two parts: cen-
tral feature and secondary features. The central feature is
selected as in standard min-Hash, the difference is that only
visual words with unique mapping to features in the image
are considered. Using the unique mapping of visual words
to a feature in the image, we obtain also spatial and scale in-
formation in the image. We claim, theoretically justify, and
experimentally verify that using this additional information
to guide the selection of the secondary feature(s) signifi-
cantly improves the efficiency of the hashing procedure.
The algorithm of sketch generation is summarized in Ta-
ble 1. For an example, look at Fig. 2. Yellow ellipses de-
note the central features, highlighted region around them
shows the neighbourhood. In the close-ups, blue ellipses
denote features considered for secondary feature, red el-
lipses features inside the neighbourhood violating the scale
constraint.
There are four parameters involved in the procedure.
Two parameters dmin and dmax governing the minimal and
maximal distance of the secondary feature(s) from the cen-
tral feature. To preserve affine invariant selection, the dis-
tance is measured as a Mahalanobis distance using the co-
variance matrix of the central feature. The values of the
parameters are set to dmin = 0 and dmax = 3 in our exper-
iments. The other two parameters cmin and cmax give min-
imal and maximal relative scale change of the secondary
feature with respect to the central one. In our experiments,
we set cmax = 1/cmin =
√
2.
3.1. Modeling the properties of GmH
In indexing and retrieval problems, the true positive and
false positive rates are the key characteristics of a method.
We first compare GmH and min-Hash in terms of their true
positive rates. Then we discuss the false positive rates,
i.e. the probability of retrieving incorrect matches by the
two methods. The analysis assumes that the one-to-one
mapping between features and visual words approximately
holds, which is the case for the database of real images
downloaded from web [10] and 1 million visual word vo-
cabulary. Further terms considering textures and repeated
structures can be injected into the analysis, we omit that for
the sake of readability.
Recall of min-Hash and GmH. The success rate of min-
Hash sketch is given by the probability Pm of a sketch col-
lision. For better understanding, we decompose the proba-
bility into a product of visual r and geometric g terms
Pm = ovr(A1,A2)s = rs(ξ)gs(ξ). (4)
The vector parameter ξ encodes the acquisition conditions
(including view point, illumination, compression level,
etc.), s is the sketch size, r(ξ) is the word overlap of stan-
dard min-Hash computed on the parts of the scene visible
in both images, g(ξ) is the fraction of features inside the re-
gion visible in both images. Some components of ξ affect
r and g differently, as discussed later in the section. Note
that such a decomposition is neither known nor required in
the algorithm, it is used solely in the analysis. Similarly, the
probability Pg of sketch collision of GmH is
Pg = r(ξ)g(ξ)ρs−1(ξ)γs−1(ξ), (5)
where ρ(ξ) is overlap of words in the scale-spatial neigh-
bourhood selected by GmH given the first min-Hash
matched and γ(ξ) is the fraction of features inside the
neighbourhood that are also inside the geometric overlap
of the images.
Equations (4) and (5) decompose the probability of a
true hit into factors dependent on appearance change (r, ρ)
and effects of visibility (g, γ), since their influence on GmH
and standard min-Hash differs. There is a common factor
r(ξ)g(ξ) to both probabilities Pm and Pg. This factor rep-
resents the probability that the first (central) min-Hash is
correct. Both methods fail if the central min-Hash fails, and
this happens with equal probability. The difference between
the two methods lies in the case when the central min-Hash
is matching. For a min-Hash sketch, the words are drawn s
times independently. The hit probability is thus reduced by
g(ξ) for each min-Hash. For GmH, the first word is selected
as in min-Hash. However, the other s − 1 min-Hashes are
selected from a scale-spatial neighbourhood. If the central
feature is matching, then it lies inside the geometric overlap
of the images. Under assumption of spatially localized oc-
clusion or change of background, the probability γ(ξ) that a
feature in the neighbourhood of the central feature is inside
the geometric overlap is high, often close to one, certainly
γ(ξ) > g(ξ).
Probabilities r(ξ), ρ(ξ) express repeatability of visual
words, taken at random from the overlapping part of the
images. Both probabilities are similarly affected by the
change of viewpoint and illumination conditions. However,
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GmH 37 hits / min-Hash 4 hits GmH 0 hits / min-Hash 4 hits
Figure 3. Comparison of Geometric min-Hash and min-Hash. An image pair with small spatial overlap (left) and a pair of unrelated images
(right). The region of overlap is marked in the left pair. The numbers of sketch collisions (from 5000 independent sketches) for GmH/
min-Hash are shown under the image pairs. GmH has almost 10 times higher probability of retrieving the related image pair than min-Hash,
and significantly lower probability of retrieving un unrelated pair. Note that the probability of min-Hash retrieving either of the two image
pairs is the same.
the change in scale degrades r more than ρ, as feature de-
tector as well as descriptor repeatability is significantly af-
fected by scale [17]. Given that the central feature survived
the scale change, features of similar scale are more likely to
survive too than other (significantly smaller or larger) fea-
tures.
We demonstrate the difference in the two approaches on
two examples: scale change Fig. 2 and camera panning
Fig. 3 (left). Consider the image pair in Fig. 2. Here, the
word overlap r = 0.0399, while the geometric overlap is
g = 0.6391. Combined, the probability of sketch of s = 2
min-Hashes is Pm = r2g2 = 0.02552. We have also com-
puted, by exhaustive enumeration of neighbourhoods of all
matching features, the product of ργ = 0.1751. Hence the
probability Pg = rgργ is 6.9 times higher than the prob-
ability of Pm. In a simulated experiment, 5000 GmH and
min-Hash sketches were generated. For this image pair, 3
min-Hash collisions were encountered (expectation is 3.3)
and 19 GmH collisions (expectation 22.3).
Camera panning Fig. 3 (left): for this image pair, r =
0.1768 and g = 0.1736, which gives Pm = 0.03072 the
probability of min-Hash success. For GmH, we measured
ργ = 0.2403, which means 7.8 times higher success rate
for GmH. In the simulated sketch generation, 4 min-Hash
collisions were observed (expectation 4.7) and 37 GmH col-
lisions (expectation 36.9).
Probability of random collisions. In the following anal-
ysis we show that, rather surprisingly, GmH has lower
false positive rates than min-Hash, since it selects a hash
from a smaller set. For simplicity, we will demonstrate
the property on standard set overlap. To understand the
effect, assume two unrelated images represented by two
different sets of random visual words. Let N and M
be random subsets of visual words from a vocabulary of
size w, with n = |N | and m = |M|. To estimate
the mean overlap, we fix the set N and average the over-
lap over all possible sets M of size m. The probabil-
ity that a visual word e is a member of random M is
P (e ∈ M) = m/w. Now, assuming n,m  w, the distri-
bution of |M ∩ N| can be closely approximated by Bino-
mial distribution Bi(n,m/w). We can also bound the size
of the union by max(m,n) ≤ |N ∪M| ≤ 2max(m,n).
A lower bound on the expected overlap is given by
E(|M∩N|/|M∪N|) ≥ E(|M∩N|)/(2max(m,n)) =
nm/2max(m,n)w = min(m,n)/2w. In the deriva-
tion, we have used E(Bi(n,m/w)) = mn/w and
mn/max(m,n) = min(m,n). Similarly, an upper bound
is given by min(m,n)/w. Finally
min(m,n)
2w
≤ E (ovr1(M,N )) ≤ min(m,n)
w
. (6)
The derivation shows that the expected value of overlap of
the two sets, i.e. E(ovr1(N ,M)) is well approximated by
a linear function of the size of the smaller set. Therefore,
drawing secondary min-Hash(es) from a restricted neigh-
bourhood (smaller set) has lower chance of a random colli-
sion than drawing from the whole image (larger set).
Lower probability of a random collision is demonstrated
in Fig. 3, right image pair. The two images contain simi-
lar features (described by identical visual words) and hence
min-Hash generates a number of sketch collisions. How-
ever, none of the features appearing in both images has
any support in its neighbourhood – no Geometric min-Hash
sketch collision are encountered.
A similar property has been empirically observed and
used in a different problem of correspondence matching
[23] and object retrieval [25]. The following semi-local ten-
tative correspondence filtering was proposed in [23]. For
a correspondence, look at nearby features. If there are no
similar features in the neighbourhoods of the correspond-
ing points, discard such a correspondence as an outlier. The
procedure of selecting secondary feature(s) can be seen as
an implicit randomized version of such a spatial verification
test. The probability of a sketch collision depends on the
set overlap of features in the neighbourhood of the central
feature. The higher the overlap, the higher probability of
a sketch collision. Therefore, a sketch collision guarantees
with certain probability that there are identical features (at
least one – the secondary min-Hash) in the neighbourhood
of the central sketch feature.
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3.2. Implementation details and discussion
Geometric invariants. Under the assumption of local near
coplanarity of the observed surface, the mutual position of
the central and secondary features provides additional affine
geometric invariants. The mutual position can be either
encoded directly into the hash or used to verify/reject the
sketch collision. In our experiments we have used the latter.
While the standard min-Hash provides a hypothesis that
two images may have similar content, the Geometric min-
Hash also provides a hypothesis of image to image map-
ping. In practice, to perform the final global (semi-planar)
spatial verification, it is sufficient to evaluate consensus for
only a single hypothesis. The hypothesis is generated by the
features participating in the colliding sketch.
Feature non-maxima suppression. Feature detectors per-
form non-maxima suppression to avoid multiple response
at the same physical location. This procedure is always
a compromise between having multiple feature detections
and missing some important features.
Multiple feature detections can affect the performance of
GmH, since features with non-unique visual word are not
used. In fact, two detections of (almost) the same feature
provide equally good localization in position and scale as
a single detection and there is no need to remove such fea-
tures from the GmH process. Therefore, we perform second
round of non-maxima suppression. The suppression region
is larger than in the stage of feature detection, however, only
regions with identical visual word are now considered.
Textures and repeated structures. The concept of GmH
can be extended to textures. Instead of looking at a neigh-
bourhood of a single feature, neighbourhood of all fea-
tures would be considered. This way, a semi-local textu-
ral descriptor can be generated. Such a descriptor, however,
would provide only a weaker geometric localization. We do
not address the min-Hash based textural descriptor in this
work.
Note the difference between statistical texture and re-
peated structures: the discriminative features repeated a few
times (e.g. two towers) are still used in GmH as secondary
features. The secondary features are not required to be
unique within the image, only within the neighbourhood of
the central feature.
4. Applications
In this section, two applications of the GmH are pre-
sented. First, it is applied to large scale image clustering,
where the method exceeds the state of the art results both in
accuracy and in efficiency. Second, we extend the random-
ized clustering approach to (small) object discovery in large
collections of images.
In the experiments, we use the 100k Oxford database of
Flickr [9] images introduced in [21]. This dataset is a su-
perset of the 5k Oxford dataset [10].
4.1. Image clustering
In image clustering the objective is to find image pairs
with some (significant) visual content in common. Cluster
is then defined as connected component of related images.
Such clusters can be consequently used e.g. for geoloca-
tion or for automatic 3D reconstruction [26] of buildings, or
even groups of buildings that are nearby and their mutual
location is captured in the image collection.
We base our approach on the randomized clustering
[5] reviewed in Section 2. The randomized clustering
first detects seed image pairs via min-Hash collisions and
then completes the search for connected components of the
matching graph by image retrieval. Due to low recall and
precision, the min-Hash clustering [5] generates k = 512
independent sketches consisting of s = 3 min-Hashes. For
GmH, it was sufficient to set k = 60 and s = 2. Reduction
of both k and s saves both memory and processing time.
The second improvement over the min-Hash clustering
[5] involves interleaving cluster seed detection and con-
nected component completion. Such approach has the ad-
vantage that there is no need to pre-generate a fixed number
of min-Hashes. Instead, a few (or just a single) sketches are
generated for each image. Sketch collisions are resolved
and new cluster seeds are completed using image retrieval.
The procedure is iterated as many times as necessary or as
long as acceptable - in a real application this can be a back-
ground process discovering new small objects within the
database in idle time. The clustering algorithm becomes
an anytime algorithm, easy clusters (near duplicates and
large overlaps, many images) are found early, “needles in
the haystack” (small objects, just a few images) much later
(on average).
Match verification. Since matches between relatively large
fractions of images are considered in this task, an im-
age pair is considered to be matching if there is sufficient
(non-degenerate) support for a global geometry (at least 20
matches).
Results. In the Oxford 5k dataset, 11 landmarks were man-
ually labelled. We measure the fraction of ground truth im-
ages of the same building that are assigned to the same clus-
ter. We also measure the number of false positive (visually
unrelated) images by visual inspection. Results are summa-
rized in Table 2. We compare GmH results to [5] (last two
columns). To give some insight, we show results of plain
GmH with no image retrieval involved in column ‘seeds’.
Partial results after a single sketch per image (equivalent to
setting k = 1) followed by the connected component crawl
are shown in the ‘iter1’ column; seven clusters are discov-
ered after drawing a single geometric min-Hash.
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Figure 4. The role of co-segmentation (highlighted in blue on the two leftmost seed images). Correctly retrieved objects using features
from the co-segmentation (middle group) and a ‘leak’ into the background when using bounding box (right group).
seeds iter 1 GmH [5]
CR fp CR fp CR fp CR fp
all souls 58.97 0 98.72 0 98.72 0 97.44 0
ashmolean 36.00 0 0.00 0 76.00 0 68.00 0
balliol 33.33 0 0.00 0 91.67 0 33.33 0
bodleian 91.67 0 100 0 100 0 95.83 1
christ ch 71.79 0 97.44 1 97.44 1 89.74 0
cornmarket 44.44 0 77.78 1 77.78 1 66.67 0
hertford 62.96 0 0.00 0 100 0 96.30 1
keble 71.43 0 0.00 0 100 0 85.71 0
magdalen 14.81 0 38.89 0 38.89 0 5.56 0
pitt rivers 100 0 0.00 0 100 0 100 0
radcliffe 97.29 0 99.55 0 99.55 0 98.64 0
Table 2. Image clustering results: ‘CR’ columns display recall for
each cluster (percentage of ground truth images in it), ‘fp’ columns
the number of its false positive images. Results are shown for
connected components of seeds without applying completion by
retrieval (‘seeds’), a single sketch per image (‘1 iter’), 60 sketches
(‘GmH’), and results from [5] for comparison.
The most noticeable result is for the ‘Magdalen’ land-
mark. It consists of images of a tower photographed from
four different sides. GmH, even without the retrieval part,
has achieved better results that [5]. This is due to signifi-
cantly better recall of GmH– a larger cluster (different side
of the tower) with less similar images was discovered.
Finally, we report the running time to achieve the results
(measured on a 3GHz Linux machine). The first iteration
takes 5min 53sec and the 60 iterations of the full clustering
process take 15min 16sec. Interestingly, the first iteration
takes more than 30% of the time required by 60 iterations.
This is caused by the fact that the largest number of images
is touched in the first iteration (most of the near duplicates
and all very large clusters). The total clustering time per
image in the database is 0.008 seconds.
The speed of the proposed method benefits from two im-
portant properties of the GmH: (i) the decrease in false pos-
itive rate and thus a lower number of unnecessary verifica-
tion, and (ii) faster verification since image-to-image trans-
foration is proposed together with a seed image pair.
4.2. Discovering small objects
Unlike in the previous application, the focus is paid to
small objects that repeat in different images in an unordered
large collection. A similar task was addressed by [25],
where small objects were discovered in feature films, repre-
sented by approximately 3000 keyframes. We highlight the
main differences to our approach: the algorithm in [25] is
quadratic [5] and hence not scalable to very large databases;
1. Generate object seeds (hypotheses) using GmH.
Keep only those with support of at least n = 5
correspondences.
2. Apply co-segmentation in the manner of [3] using
the matching features, reject the hypothesis if the
co-segmentation fails.
3. Use features inside the co-segmentation to retrieve
further exemplars of the object.
Table 3. Small object discovery algorithm using GmH (outline).
in our approach, the scale of the object can vary in different
images, while in [25] it has to be roughly the same.
The approach is fairly similar to the randomized image
clustering described above. Instead of trying to connect all
related images and images related to those, the task is to
focus on a single small object. In order to do that, extra
attention has to be paid to the match verification as well as
the retrieval part of the algorithm.
Match verification. Unlike in the image clustering task,
neither sufficient support, nor non-degeneracy are useful for
verification of a small object hypothesis. The objects to be
discovered are sharing as few as five features. Also, since
the objects are small, from the perspective of the whole im-
age, the location of features often looks degenerate, col-
lapsed to a single point. The verification thus exploits im-
ages at pixel level, and the hypotheses are ascertained using
co-segmentation [3]. The co-segmentation not only helps to
verify the correctness of the match, but a successful verifi-
cation provides a segmentation of the object at pixel level,
obtaining a precise model of the object. In the retrieval part,
namely query expansion [6], only features that fall inside
the co-segmented region are used to query for further ex-
amples of the object. The situation is depicted in Fig.4.
Results and discussion. The focus of the experiments was
on small objects. We show some of the detected objects
that have between 5 to 40 matching features. Figs. 1, 5,
and 6 show some of the detected objects. In Figs.1 and 5,
the seed sketches are shown in large images, with the three
stages shown: the sketch, matching features, and the co-
segmentation.
Note that, unlike other clusters, the face cluster in Fig. 5
is not a rigid object, but rather an object category. The
seed was generated on two different, but sufficiently sim-
ilar faces. Since the query expansion [6] builds a simple
generative model, it is possible to discover many instances
(1000 faces were discovered, where 1000 was the cut-off
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Figure 5. An automatically discovered face cluster. Two similar faces of different people have been found as a seed by the GmH (left
two images). The sketch features, supporting features and co-segmentation are shown in close-up on the image sides. Sample of further
detections from the cluster are shown on the right.
Figure 6. The discovered visual entities that repeat over the
database are not always meaningful objects, such as in the ‘date’
cluster shown.
threshold) of this category. We do not claim, that the pro-
posed method is directly applicable to categorization tasks
(certainly not with the current features).
Failure cases. Unfortunately, not all discovered subim-
ages represent true objects, as in Fig.6. Images of text are in
general difficult to deal with in retrieval, and our approach
is not completely overcoming the problem. A number of
clusters similar to Fig. 6 has been discovered.
5. Conclusions
Geometric min-Hashing is an efficient hashing scheme
that combines visual appearance and geometric interaction
of image features. The high indexing ability – high recall
and low false positive rate – makes it an powerful tool for a
number of applications, such as image retrieval, large scale
image clustering, and automatic small object discovery in
large collections of images.
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